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In: 2002 Book, Forgotten Realms Original Book Share Faith and Pantheons is an accessory campaign for the 3rd edition of Dungeons and Dragons, for the Forgotten Realms campaign setting. It details the mechanics of the system installed at the end of the Time of The Troubles, in which
the relative strength of the divine figure will be determined by the number of their fans. Faith and Pantheons also have levels of power and precise abilities of the various major deities of Theaeron (those with a divine rank of 15), according to the 3rd edition, and has descriptions of dogma
and churches of all intermediate deities, smaller deities and demigods named in the main rulebook. It even has the names of various monster deities and other unbooked in the main book, with descriptions of some as well as 20 prestige classes for character players and non-player
characters alike. This book was written by Eric L. Boyd and Eric Mona and published in May 2002. Cover: Brom, with interior of Glen Angus, Carlo Arellano, Brom, Dennis Calero, Michael Dubish, Wayne England, Mark Evans, Scott Fisher, Lars Grant-West, Michael W. Caluta, Vince Locke,
Todd Lockwood, Raven Mimura, Pudnhead, Corey McUreck, Stephanie Puy-Moon Lowe, Wayne Reynolds, Mike Sasse, Mark Smiley, Arnie Swale Eric Mona commented on the design of the book: New Design , apart from the commitment of the old material still outdated modern graduate
student could have been in elementary school when it first came out of print. So I did my best to infuse deities like Deneir, Selune, and even the poor little Cyrrollalee with interesting, sometimes complex ideas that they had not been exposed to in the long history of kingdoms. When the
ground has been covered eleven times, it's really tempting to just parrot old stuff, changing the exact wording, but not worrying too much about updating the gears that make this stuff work. For Faith and Pantheons, I tried to break some of these gods (especially some of the lamer ones) to
their basic concepts and build from there. This is not to say that they are so different as to be unrecognizable - they are the same deities, but some of them have new, hopefully interesting aspects of their characters and motifs that have not been revealed until now. Feedback from Faiths
and Pantheons received generally positive reviews. Online magazine Fictional Reality found that the internal work of art stands out, and found useful both mechanics and installation information, although it concluded that it is not a necessary book for the game. Considering the 2007
German edition, Anuin also praised the layout of the book and the setup information; translated edition is considered particularly useful for German players because the 2nd edition of books with similar content (such as Faith and Avatars and Demihuman deities) were released only in
English. However, detailed mechanical statistical blocks for the major deities were regarded as largely unsuccessful. Links External Links 2002 Books Forgotten Realms Source Community Materials is available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Mark, as downloaded by Eric
L. Boyd, Eric Mona Religion in RealmsWhether cleric or simplicity, master or warrior, almost everyone in Faer?n pays homage to at least one patron of the deity. Some of these divine forces inspire respect, while others cause fear. Good or evil, they all coexist in these pages. Full
information for the key gods, along with the powers and abilities granted to their most devoted followers, and descriptions of the support of the deities are combined to provide this view to all the gods of the Forgotten Kingdoms campaign setting. Over 115 gods 20 specialty priest prestige
classes Maps of four temples This collection details the thirty most important gods in the forgotten kingdoms setting and expands the profiles of the remaining deities. To use this accessory, the Dungeon Master also needs to set up the Forgotten Kingdoms campaign, the Player's Handbook,
the Dungeon Master's Guide, and the Monster Guide. Publisher: Wizards of the Coast File will be sent to your email address. It can take up to 1-5 minutes before you get it. Faith and Pantheons is an accessory campaign for the 3rd edition of Dungeons and Dragons, for the Forgotten
Realms tune campaign. Faith and Pantheons AuthorBoyd, Eric L. and Mona, ErikIllustratorAngus, Glen et al. ArtistBromGenreRole's cover-gamePublisherWizards date CoastPublicationMay 2002Media typePrint (Hardcover)Pages224ISBN0-7869-2759-3OCLC50217284 It details the
mechanics of a system created at the end of Smoot time in which the relative divine strength of the figure will be determined by the number of their fans. Faith and Pantheons also have levels of power and precise abilities of the various major deities of Theaeron (those with a divine rank of
15), according to the 3rd edition, and has descriptions of dogma and churches of all intermediate deities, smaller deities and demigods named in the main rulebook. It even has the names of various monster deities and other unbooked in the main book, with descriptions of some as well as
20 prestige classes for character players and non-player characters alike. This book was written by Eric L. Boyd and Eric Mona and published in May 2002. Cover: Brom, with interior Glen Angus, Carlo Arellano, Brom, Dennis Calero, Michael Dubish, Wayne England, Mark Evans, Scott
Fisher, Lars Grant-West, Michael W. Caluta, Vince Locke, Todd Lockwood, Raven Mimura, Puddnhead, Corey Macourek, Stephanie Law, Wayne Reynolds, Mike Suss, Mark Smiley, Arnie Swekel, Ben Templesmith, Kev Walker, Matt Wilson, Renick Woods and Sam Wood. Eric Mona
commented on the design book: The new design ethic was to focus on creating Realms's interesting campaign settings for players and DMs, apart from the commitment to old material the hitherno outdated modern graduate student could have been in elementary school when it first came
out of print. So I did my best to infuse deities like Deneir, Selune, and even the poor little Cyrrollalee with interesting, sometimes complex ideas that they had not been exposed to in the long history of kingdoms. When the ground has been covered eleven times, it's really tempting to just



parrot old stuff, changing the exact wording, but not worrying too much about updating the gears that make this stuff work. For Faith and Pantheons, I tried to break some of these gods (especially some of the lamer ones) to their basic concepts and build from there. This is not to say that
they are so different as to be unrecognizable - they are the same deities, but some of them have new, hopefully interesting aspects of their characters and motifs that have not been revealed until now. Faith and the Pantheons received generally positive reviews. Online magazine Fictional
Reality found that the internal work of art stands out, and found useful both mechanics and installation information, although it concluded that it is not a necessary book for the game. Considering the 2007 German edition, Anuin also praised the layout of the book and the setup information;
The translated edition was considered particularly useful for German players because books of the second edition with similar content (such as Faiths and Avatars and Demihuman Deities) were released only in English. However, detailed mechanical statistical blocks for the major deities
were regarded as largely unsuccessful. Michael Ryan (May 10, 2002). Product Spotlight: Faith and Pantheons. The Wizards of the Coast. Received on August 10, 2013. D20 Product Review: Faith and Pantheons (PDF). Fictional reality. No 9. September 2002. page 20. Archive from the
original (PDF) for 2007-08-13. Schulze, I. (May 2008). Guetter and Culte. Anunin (in German). No 95. 100-101. Faith and Pantheons from Wizards of Coastal Faith and Pantheon from the TSR archive reviews/reviews/rev_7617.html Faith and Pantheons in the article list of Google Books
Wikimedia This article needs additional quotes to check. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: List of dungeons and dragon deities - JSTOR Newspaper News Book (December 2015)
(Learn how and when to delete this template message) This is a list of the deities of Dungeons and Dragons, including all The edition of the gods and forces is the main setting for dungeons and dragons (DF) role-playing game. Religion is a key element of the game in the DMO, as it is
necessary to support both the class of the clergy and the behavioral aspects of the ethical alignment system - role play, one of the three pillars. The pantheons used in the DMO provide a useful basis for creating fantastic characters as well as governments and even worlds. Dungeons and
Dragons can be useful in teaching classical mythology. Since the main setting of the third edition is based on the Greyhok World, the list of Greihok gods contains many of the deities listed here, and more. The publication of the story the first official publication detailed god-like creatures for
use in Dungeons and Dragons game of gods, Demi-Gods and Heroes, published in 1976 as the fourth addition to the original edition. This work was replaced by the source of the book Deities and Demirs, which was first published in 1980. The first seal included Cthulhu's myths, but both
this and Melnibonan's myths were removed by a third seal due to potential copyright problems. In 1985, the book was renamed Legends and Lore due to concerns about bad publicity. Babylonian, Finnish, inhuman and Sumerian content has been removed to allow the remaining myth to
expand. In 1992, Monster Mythology was published as the source for the second edition of Dungeons and Dragons. This work again provided detailed information about the deities of several non-human pantheons. The Faerian pantheon for the Forgotten Worlds campaign was described in
more detail in 1996-1998 with the publication of Faith and Avatars, Forces and Pantheons and Demihuman Deities. The categories of Deities are grouped into three categories: The Main Forces are the Deities featured in the Player's Handbook 3.5th edition or substantially represented in
the other two major books (Dungeon Master's Guide and Monster Guide). Most of these deities worship people. There is a subset in this category called Extra Deities, which has deities not mentioned in the basic rules, but instead in additions and as such considered additions to the main
category. Alternative Human Pantheons - These are lists of pantheons and deities in them that are featured in the book supplementing the Deity and demigod. Most of them are based on real mythology. Not deities powers - These creatures will fit into the previous category, but are not really
deities, plus most are not the patroness of a particular monstrous race. This includes the demon of princes and archdevites, as well as some other god-like creatures. Until the third edition there was no basic setting, so the differences above are not so clear. For the most part, materials that
don't specify settings like at least compatible with the world of Greyhawk if direct parts of the canon. Thus, these previous materials are covered in specific lists of deities. The book Monster Mythology, however, was considered as a canon for basic materials for the gods of non-human races
in the second edition. Characteristics As in for example Greek mythology, deities in caves and dragons have a wide variety of moral worldviews and motives. For game purposes, they also differ in a number of standardized characteristics: Ranges of divine power Each deity has a divine title
that determines how much power the essence has, from the lowest to the highest: the quasi-deity or the deity-heroes. Creatures of this rank are immortal, but usually cannot cast spells for believers. Demigods. They are the weakest of the deities, and are able to cast spells and perform
several things that are beyond mortal limits. Smaller deities. These entities can do more powerful things than demigods can, and have sharper feelings where their portfolios are concerned. Intermediate deities. These entities control larger pious kingdoms than demigods or smaller gods. Big
deities. These entities tend to have millions of mortal believers, and they will be respected even among other deities. Some rule the pantheons of other deities. Excessive majority. These entities are beyond the understanding and knowledge of mortals and do not care about believers. Each
deity has certain aspects of existence over which it has domination, power and control. Taken together, these aspects represent a portfolio of deities. Domains Every deity that can provide spells has several domains that give clergy access to additional spells and abilities from that area.
Which domains are associated with the deity is in many ways a function of the portfolio of the deity. Divine Hierarchy Many deities are located in the pantheons, which are often led by great deities who are their direct superiors. Individual deities in the pantheon cannot be forced to obey their
superiors, although they are usually respected and feared by the highest deity. The Dungeons and Gods of Dragons, Demi-Gods and Heroes (1976) included Egyptian, Hindu, Greek, Celtic, Scandinavian, Finnish, Aztec, May, Chinese and Japanese mythology, as well as Robert E.
Howard's Hiborea and the myths of Melnibonan from the elric novels of Michael Murkock. 2:284 Extended Dungeons Dragons Original edition of Deities and Demigod contained 17 pantheons of the gods: American Indian Myths23 Arthurian Heroes Babylonian Myths 2 2 3 Celtic Myths 2
(i.e. . Aztecs and Mayans) Chinese myths (from H. P. Lovecraft and related fiction) Egyptian myths (from novels by Michael Moorcock Elric (from novels by Michael Moorcock Elric) Myths of Nevon (from Lanchmar Fritz Leiber Inhuman Deities (original creations of TSR) Scandinavian myths
23 Sumerian myths 23 Extended Dungeons Dragons 2nd edition of Legend Lore has been expanded, completely revised from the 1st edition of the AD-D volume, and rewritten for the 2nd edition of the rules. This edition had comparisons of content compared to the original; sections on
Babylonian, Finnish, Sumerian and unhumanoid deities were completely carved. Central American myths were renamed Aztec myths, while The myths of Nevon were preserved. The book Monster Mythology (1992) included more than 100 deities for non-humans. Gods of Demiludy - Gods
of elves: Corellon Laretyan, Sehanin Munbow, Aerdri Faegna, Erevan Ilaseer, Fenmarel Mesarin, Hanali Chelanil, Lelykalas Enoret, Solonor Telandira, Lafarallinn; Gods of Dwarves: Moradin, Berronar Trusilver, Clanden Silver Beard, Dugmaren Brightmantle, Dumaton, Muammar Douthal,
Vengadine, Abbator, Gnarldan Stillshield; Dwarf gods: Garl Glittergold, Baervan Wildward, Baravar Plasgaard, Flandal Stillskin, Gaerdal Ironhand, Neblun, Segoyan Earth, Urdlen; Gods halflings: Yondalla, Arvoreen, Brandobaris, Cyrrollalee, Sheela Peryroyl, Urogalan, Kaldair Swiftfoot
Goblinoid Deities - Gods of the Orcs: Gruumsh, Bahgtru, Ilneval, Luthic, Shargaas, Yurtrus, Gerdreg; Goblin gods: Maglubiyet, Hurgorbayag, Nomog-Gaya, Bargrivek; Boogie Gods: Hruggek, Granhul, Sniggaret; Koboldov's gods: Kurtulmak, Gakwak; Other goblinoid deities: Kuraulek,
Meriadar, Stalker Gods of Handarka - Gods of Snope: Lolt, Kiaransali, Vhaeraun, Sinzerena; Gods of Dwarfs: Ladugher, Diirinka, Diinkazan; Lost Gods: Elder Elementary God, Jumbles, Dark God; Gods of Illytids: Ilsensin, Maanzekorian; Miconid gods: Psilophyr; Gods of The Holders: The
Great Mother, Gzemnide; Gods of Svirfnebli: Callarduran Smooth Hands Giant Gods, Annam, Strongmus, Hiatea, Grolantor, Yallanis, Carontor, Memnor, Fasty Stonebons, Diancastra; Interlop gods: Bafomet, Kostcci, Vaprak, Enoch, Gods of the Seas and The Gorelik Sky: Deep Sashalas,
Demogorgon, Edro, Jazirian, Coriel, Panzuliel, Persana, querlinn, Remence, Secola, Surrey, Sirnit, Trishin, Water Lion, Stillsong Bogi Scully Parrafer, Ramenos, Semuan Io, Aasterinian, Bahamut, Chronepsis, Falusure, Thiamat Gods of the Dark People: Chegilune, Kanchelsis, Mellifleur,
Skerrick, Balador, Ferrix, Daragogor, Eshebalan Sylvain Bogi: Titania, Oberon, Caoimhin, Dame, , Fionnghuala, Natair Sgiathach, Skerrit, Squelaiche, Verenestra, the queen of air and darkness Dungeons and Dragons 3rd edition there are over 100 deities in the Greyhawk setting, and
when creating subset to become iconic deities. They selected and changed deities to match the significant aspects of the main D'D. Most of the major deities are human deities; except for the main gods of semi-human races. Some aspects of deities have been modified to make them more
common - for example: The Heironeous Core stands for longsword (in order to make god's favored knighthood weapons more traditionally knighted, like), unlike the original Greyhawk Heironeous, which stands for battleeax. The designation more against intermediate comes from Legend
and Laura (1990). It is not used in any edition of the Player's Handbook, but is used in deities and demigods (2002) and various v3.5 Edition materials. The main DED-pantheons of the Great Deities of Boccob, the god of magic, secret knowledge, balance and foresight. 32 106:11:60
Corellon Laretician, god of elves, magic, music and art (also a demihuman force). 32,106:11:62:20 Garl Glittergold, god of dwarves, humor and gems (also a demihuman force). (32,107):69:13:43:109,112 Gruumsh, the god of the orcs (also a monster of power). 32,107:11:71 Moradin, the
god of the dwarfs (also a demihuman force):32,107:83:17 Nerull, the god of death, darkness, murder and the underworld. 32 108:15:17-18:84 Pelor, god of sun, light, strength and healing. More people worship Pelora than any other deity. (10):13,32,108:32,90,96,107 Yondalla, goddess of
half-lags (also a demihuman force). (10):32,108:11:97:52 Intermediate deities Elonna, goddess of forests, forests, flora and fauna, and fertility. (10):32,107:64 Erythnul, god of hatred, envy, malice, panic, ugliness and carnage. (32,107):66 Fharlanghn, god of horizons, distance, travel and
roads. (32,107):67 Heir, god of chivalry, justice, honor, war, courage and valor. 32 107:72 Hextor, god of war, discord, carnage, conflict, fitness and tyranny. (32,107):75 Cord, god of athletics, sports, fights, strength and courage. 32 107:11:77 Obad-Hai, god of nature, freedom, hunting and
animals. (32,108):86 Olydammar, the god of music, revels, wine, crooks, humor and tricks. (32,108):88 Saint Cuthbert, god of common sense, wisdom, zeal, honesty, truth and discipline. (32,108) Wee Jas, goddess of magic, death, vanity and law. 32 108:11:94 Additional pantheons
Although not listed in the Players Handbook, these deities are listed as part of the default pantheon in the new works and as such are seen as additions to the default pantheon. While some originally come from Greyhawk, Forgotten Realms, or Eberron tune campaigns, each is mentioned at
some point in non-establishment specific sources. The name in the brackets next to each of them indicates the source in which they are mentioned. The God of Order in Frostfell and the Knights of the Order of the Iron Glacier (Frostburn) Hlade, the goddess of animals Frostfell, cold magic,
uldras (Frostburn) Ibrigu, the god of Frostfell And the Eternal Winter (Frostburn) Moquery, the god of betrayal over honor. (Stormurak) No, no. The great deities of Aurifar, the great god of the midday sun, of life and judgment. (Sandstorm) Incabulos, the great god of disasters, diseases,
hunger, nightmares, droughts and disasters. (Full Divine) Eastus, the great goddess of destiny, destiny, divination, future and honesty. (Full Divine) Rao, the great god of peace, reason and tranquillity. (Full Divine) zarus, the great god of humanity, of domination and perfection. (Race of
Destiny) Intermediate deities Auril, intermediate goddess of cold, winter and ice (Frostburn) Celestian, intermediate god of stars, space and wanderers. (Full Divine) Dalla Town, the dark aspect of Yondalla. The intermediate goddess of secrets, guile, lies, half-truths, flattery, intrigue,
manipulation and everything that is done secretly. (Race of the wild) Karura, the intermediate god of the sands, and the goddess of the burning wastelands. It rules moderate and warm wastelands. (Sandstorm) Kurtulmak, the intermediate god of traps, mining and war. (also monster power
kobolds) (Deities and demigods) (10):107:11:79:48 Lolth, intermediate goddess sleepy, spiders, evil and darkness. (also monster power Sleepy and inseparability of power) (Deities and demigods) (18):161:81:12:22 Pholtus, intermediate god of light, resolution, law and order. (Full Divine)
Prokan, intermediate god of seas, marine life, salt, sea weather and shipping. (Full Divine, Stormwrack) Tem-Et-Nu, the intermediate goddess of rivers, wealth, victory and life. (Sandstorm) Tarizdun, the intermediate god of eternal darkness, decay, entropy, malignant knowledge and
madness. (Full Divine) Tritereon, the intermediate god of individuality, freedom, retribution, and self-defense. (Full Divine) Umberley, the intermediate goddess of anger, anger, storms and tidal waves. (Stormurak) No, no. The smaller deities of Afflux, the lesser god of investigation,
necromantism and death. (Libraris Mortis) Al-Istus, the lesser god of scorpions and poison. (Sandstorm) Altua, the lesser goddess of honor and nobility. (Full warrior) Bahamut, the lesser god of good (metal) dragons, wisdom and wind. (also monster power of good dragons) (Deities and
demigods) (11):60:151 Beltar, the lesser goddess of malice, caves and pits. (Full Divine) Bralm, a smaller goddess of insects and diligence. (Full Divine) Sindor, the lesser god of time, infinity and continuity. (Full Divine) Delleb, the lesser god of reason, intellect and study. (Full Divine)
Evening Glory, a smaller goddess of love, beauty and immortality through the undead. (Libraris Mortis) Gestay, the smaller goddess of lakes, rivers, wells and streams. (Completed Stormwrack) Halmyr, the little god of strategy and skill in war. (Full warrior) Jorami, the lesser goddess of fire,
volcanoes, anger, anger and quarrels. (Full Divine, Sandy Storm) Karaan, the lesser god of lycanthropy, cannibalism, wildness and urban decline. (The Book of Nefarious Darkness) Conkresh, the lesser god of brute force. (Full Warrior) Learr, the lesser goddess of prose, poetry, literature
and art. (Full Divine) Lieerg, the lesser god of beasts and power. (Full Divine) Lyris, the lesser goddess of victory and destiny. (Full Warrior) Mouqol, the lesser god of trade, negotiation, enterprise, evaluation and reciprocity. (Full Divine) Nadireh, the lesser god of cowardice, deceit and luck.
(Full Warrior) Osprey, the smaller goddess of sea travel, ships and sailors. (Full Divine, Stormwrack) Pyremy, the lesser god of fire, poison and murder. (Full Divine) Rallister, the lesser god of razors, mutilation, murder, madness and torture. (Book of Nefarious Darkness) Solanil, the smaller
goddess of oases and hospitality. (Sandstorm) Sulerain, the lesser goddess of death and carnage. (Full Warrior) Siret, the smaller goddess of guardians and protection. (Full warrior) Taurus, the lesser god of winter, cold and north wind. (Full Divine, Frostburn) Tiamat, the smaller goddess of
evil (chromatic) dragons, conquests, greed and cruelty. (also monster power of evil dragons) (Deities and demigods) (11):93:158 Tifos, the lesser god of tyranny. (Full warrior) Urbanus, the lesser god of cities, growth and perfection. (Race of Fate) Valkar, the lesser god of courage. (Full
warrior) Vatun, the lesser god of northern barbarians, cold, winter and Arctic beasts. (Frostburn) Xammux, a smaller composite god (s) of analytical thinking, forbidden knowledge, experimentation and immorality. (The Book of Nefarious Darkness) Xan Yae, the lesser goddess of twilight,
shadows, stealth and mental abilities. (Full Divine) Sozer, the lesser god of wind, tornado and dervish. (Sandstorm) Demigoda Ayaya, half-animals of light, celestial radiance and good creatures of the sky. (Book of sublime deeds) Cass, half-lod of malice. (Heroes of horrors) Chaav,
demigods of pleasure, delight and pleasure. (Book of sublime affairs) Doresain, semi-sub-submantic. (also monster power ghouls) (Libraris Mortis) Estanna, half-home. (Book of Sublime Affairs) Iuz, demigod of deception, pain, oppression and evil. (Full Divine) Kuss, half-blood creation and
the mastery of the undead. (Dragon Magazine #336) Lastai, half-love, love and passion. (Book of sublime deeds) Firan, half-pain, endurance and perseverance. (Book of sublime affairs) Selena, half-free rogue. (Race of Fate) Valarian, a demigod of forest, forest creatures and well-agreed
magical creatures. (Book of sublime affairs) Valcourt, demigod sailors, ships, favorable winds and naval battles. Yeathan, half-death, water disasters, water death and dark water. (The Book of Nefarious Darkness, Stormwrack) zagig, demigod humor, eccentricity, occult knowledge and
unpredictability. (Dragon Magazine #338) (Full Divine, Extended Guide to Psionics) Other pantheons The third edition of the Deity and The Half-Year contains only four pantheons: a compressed Greyhawk pantheon designed to be inserted into any game world (Core D'D Pantheon) by
Greek myths and heroes (Olympic Pantheon), among them: zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, Ares, Artemis, Athena, Demeter, Dionysus, Hades, Hekat, Hephaestus, Herth, Hercules, Hermes, Hestia, Naike, Pan, Poseidon and Taiche Egyptian Myths (Pharaonic Pantheon), among them: Re-Horaki,
Anubis, Apep, Bast, Bessida, Oil, Osiris, Ptah, Seth, Sobek and Tof Scandinavian myths (AsgardIan Pantheon), among them: One, Eguir, Balder, Forseti, Frey, Freya, Frigg, Heim Dall, Hel, Hermod, Loki, Nyord, Odur, Sif, Scudi, Surtour, Thor, Trim, Tyr and Uler as well as individual gods,
for use in dungeons and dragons. These three alternative religions were described in the third edition of the Deities and Demigods book. The Faith of the Sun Faith of the Sun is a fictional, monotheistic religion, presented and constructed in accordance with the guidelines given to
monotheistic religions in the 3rd edition of deities and demigods. Being monotheistic, it certainly consists of only one deity (although said the deity is described as having two aspects; the creator is one and the destroyer one): Taiia, the great goddess of creation, destruction, death and death.
After Light After Light is a fictional dualistic religion, presented and constructed in accordance with the guidelines given to dualistic religions in the 3rd edition of deities and demigods. Being dualistic, it consists of two polar-opposite deities: Elishara, an intermediate deity of positive energy,
light and prophecy. Toldoth, the intermediate deity of negative energy, darkness and destruction. Dennari Vera Dennari is a fictional secret cult, presented and constructed in accordance with the guidelines given for the mystery of cults in the 3rd edition of the Deity and Demigoda. He
worships the same deity with the same name: Dennari, the lesser goddess of the earth, liberation and suffering. Not deity powers similar to monster powers, these are not true deities, but very powerful extraplanary creatures. These however do not even profess to be gods (although many
still have designs on godhood). The devilish essences of the Demon Lord of the Abyss The one uniting feature of all demonic lords (also called the princes of demons) is an inalienable control over part of the infinite layers of the Abyss. the first 666 layers of the Abyss are usually known, and
of those a small part of the princes of these layers are part of the cosmology of D.D. Baphomet, Prince of Beasts, Prince of Beasts and Revenge Demon (also the monster power of minotaurs) Demogorgon, the self-proclaimed Prince of Demons. 61 Eltab, the demon prince of hatred and
retribution. Fras-Urb'lu, demon prince and patron of illusionists and deceivers. (19):63 Graz'zt, demon prince and patron of rulers by force. (19):65 Juiblex, demon prince and patron oozes and slime. Kostchchi, the demon prince of the 23rd layer of Abyss, Ice Waste; patron of the evil giants
of frost. Lolt, demon princess spiders, evil, darkness, chaos and killers. (also the main power and monster power of Sleepy) (18):161:81:12:22 Malcante, the demonic queen of succube and patron saint of the hedonistic and lustful. Obox-o, demon-prince and patron of pests. Orkus, the
demon prince of the 113th layer of the Abyss, Thanatos and the patron saint of the undead. (15):18:73 Pale Night, Princess of Demons and the theorist-mother of demon-lords. 74 Pasuzu, demon-prince of the 503rd layer of the Abyss. (also the monster power of dark Nagas and lizard kings)
Is a waprak, a demon-prince of struggle and greed. (also the monster power of ogres and trolls) Ienhu, the prince of demons and the patron saint of the gnaps. Sugthma, the demon princess and the Lady of Mushrooms. (19):80 Plenty of others. Arch devils Baator Bela, arch of the devil, ruler
of Avern's, 1st layer of the Nine Hells. Dispater, arch-devil, ruler of The Dees, 2nd layer of the Nine Hells. Mammon, arch devil, ruler of Minauros, 3rd layer of the Nine Hells. 149 Belyal, the arch-devil, and Fierna, his daughter, co-rulers of Flegion, the 4th layer of the Nine Hells. The Lionist,
the arch-devil, the ruler of Stigia, the 5th layer of the Nine Hells. Glastia, arch-devil, ruler of Malboge, 6th layer of the Nine Hells. 157 Baalzebul, Archiel, ruler of Maladomini, 7th layer of the Nine Hells. Mephistopheles, Archbishop, ruler of Kania, 8th layer of the Nine Hells. Asmodeus, the
arch-devil, the ruler of Nessus, the 9th layer of the Nine Hells, and the lord of all the other Archies. (21):165 Heavenly samples of celestial specimens are powerful unique outsiders of Upper Flats. They are to celestials, like archdevels for the devils and demons of the lords to demons.
Archon paragons Heavenly specimens of archons are known collectively as Celestial Hebdomad. They rule the layers of the plane of Mount Celestia. Barachiel is the ruler of the Silver Sky of Lunia, the lower layer of Celestia. Domiel is the ruler of the Golden Sky of Mercury, the second layer
of Celestia. Erataol is the ruler of Vienna, a mother-of-pearl paradise, layer of Celestia. Pistis Sofia is the ruler of Solania, Crystal Sky, the fourth layer of Celestia. Raziel the ruler of Murtion, Platinum Sky, the fifth layer of Celestia. The imprinting ruler of Giovar, Sparkling Heaven, the sixth
layer of Celestia. The ruler of the illuminated sky of Chronias, the seventh layer of Celestia. Eladrin paragons Heavenly samples of eladrins collectively known as the Court of Stars. They come from arborea's plane. Faerinaal oversees the defense of the Trial of the Stars and frees the
Eladrins captured by evil forces. A true champion of the queen of Morvel and a barbarian of unprecedented cruelty Gwynharwif. Morvel is the ruler of the Eladrins and the Court Stars. Guards samples of Heavenly Guard samples are known as Talishid and Five Companions. They come
from Elysium's plane. Bharrai matriarch Ursinalov, inhabits Eronia, the second layer of Elysium. Harash is a model of The Lupinals. Manet Duke cervikalov. Satia is the voice of the Avorals, matron and muse for artists and sculptors. Talishid is the most powerful of the Leonals. He spends
most of his time in Amoria, the uppermost layer of Elysium. Vhara, The Duchess of York, lives in Amoria. Archomentala archommentals are powerful exemplary creatures of the Elementary Airplanes and rulers of elementals. Although they are not really the rulers of their planes, the
archomentals like to consider themselves the same and often give themselves regal titles such as prince or princess. They are compared in source materials with archfiends or celestial specimens and are considered the elementary equivalent of such creatures. Evil archomentals evil
archomenthals are known as Princes of Elementary Evil. The five most famous are: Cryonax, the prince of evil cold creatures. Imix, prince of evil fiery creatures. Ogremokh, prince of evil earthly beings. Olgadra, princess of evil aquatic creatures. Yang C-Bin, prince of evil aerial creatures.
The Good Archomenthals of the Good Archomenthals are known as the Elementary Princes of Good. The four most famous are: Ben-Gadar, prince of good aquatic creatures. Chan, princess of good air creatures. Entemokh and Sunnis, prince and princess of good earthly beings. Saaman
Ryul, prince of good fiery creatures. The lesser evil archomentals of the Three other archomentals are first mentioned in the Guide to Aircraft (TSR, 1987). Bwimb, prince of ylous creatures. Hlimbia, the prince of magma. In The Inner Planes (TSR, 1998) he is described as an evil tyrant.
Ehkahk, prince of smoke creatures. Slaad Lords Slaad Lords de facto rules race Slaadi and Plane Limbo. Although true to their chaotic nature they often do not appear anything like the other Slaadi. Churst, the lord of chance. Rennbou, the lord of the paints. Sssendam, the lord of madness.
Warts, domain unknown. Lord of Entropy. Titans Titans are closer to a good spring life and thus experience more pronounced emotions including deity-like fits of rage. In past centuries, some have rebelled against the deities themselves... Almost nothing is known about it; her origin, her
race, her motives and her level of power are all unclear, although it is sometimes shown that it has absolutely immense power. Lady Pain refuses to tolerate those who worship her, killing those who do. Again; little is known about her, except that she has the right to kill her involuntary gods.
These entities are beyond life, death, and the undead. They are untouchable even the most powerful deities, although they can be summoned and used by the weakest mortals through a pact of magic and binding. Binders are often afraid and prey on witch slayers. A list of leftovers that may
be associated with include: Acererak: Eternal. Aares: The truth is betrayed. Amon: The void in front of the altar. Andras: Grey Knight. Androniy: The Repentant Robber. Aim: The queen of greed. Balam: Bitter Angel. Buer: Grandma Huntress. Chupoclops: A harbinger forever. Dalver-Nar:
Tortured. Dantalion: Star Emperor. Eligor: Dragon Fighter. Eurynome: Mother of material. Coordinator: Prince of Tears. Gerion: The Deposed Lord. Haagenti: Mother of the Minotarov. Halfax: Angel at an angle. Haures: Dreamy Duke. Ipos: Prince of Fools. Karsus: Hubris in the blood.
Lerage: Green Herald. Malfas: Turnfaser. Marchias: The King of The Killers. Naberius: A grinning hound. Ortos: Lord of the Dark Howe. Otiax: Key to the gate. Paymon: Dancer. Ronove: Iron Maiden. Savnock: The instigator. Shax: Sea sister. Tenebrous: The shadow that was. Sagan: The
Duke of Disappointment. The news was introduced to DDD: Tom Magic supplement Matthew Sernett, Ari Marmell, David Noonan, Robert J. Schwalb. The Wizards of the Coast (C) March 2006. The Dragon Magic supplement, by Rodney Thompson and Owen Stevens published in
September 2006, introduces this relic: Ashardalon: Pyre of Unborn Coast Wizards created these leftovers online: Vanus: Ainoded One Astaroth: Unfairly Dropped, and Desharis: The Sprawling Soul of Aretha: First Elan, Horn-Ruisha-Mintar: Triad, and Abism: Schismad Cerill: Star of the
Caviar Dungeon and Dragons 4th Edition This Deity for the non-Greyhawk default campaign setting of the 4th edition of Dungeons and Dragons (unofficially called the setting of the point of light). The list includes the long-standing institutions of the DHC from Greyhoc and the Forgotten
Kingdoms, as well as several original gods. Although some gods are patrons of specific races, they worship all, and racial pantheons does not exist in this edition. Many smaller gods from previous editions (such as Seldarien or most members of the dwarf pantheon) now have exarch status,
a demipower in the service of a greater god. Good and legitimate good deities Awadra - Good goddess of change, good luck and travel, patron of halflings. It is revered by robbers, travelers and merchants, and is an enemy of zehir, Asmodei and Torog. Bahamut is the legitimate good god of
justice, protection and nobility. Patron of Dragonbourne. Moradin is the legitimate good god of family, community, and creation (as in the forge). The patron saint of the dwarves Pelor is the Good God of the Sun, Agriculture and Time. Seasonal God of summer. The unconcon agreed deities
of Corellon - The Unconconcon agreed God of beauty, art, magic and fairies. Seasonal God of Spring and patron of Edadrin. Eratis is an uncoordized goddess of civilization, invention and law. Iung is an uncoordized goddess of knowledge, skill and prophecy. Iung is an ally of Corellon,
Eratis and Pelor. She is the antithesis of Veza, as she encourages her followers to share all the knowledge he will keep secret. Iung is the second most popular deity among metal dragons, having carried away only Bahamut. Her name comes from the stones of Iung. Cord - Unconquelished
God storms, battles and forces. Melora is an uncontinous goddess of wildlife, nature and queen of sea crows - an uncotined goddess of death, destiny and destiny. Seasonal goddess of winter. Sehanin is an unconspoted goddess of illusion, love and the moon. Seasonal God of Autumn and
Patron of the Elves. The evil and chaotic evil deities of Asmodeus is the Evil God of Tyranny and Domination. Lord of the Devils Bain - The Evil God of War and Conquest. The revered Goblin Gruumsh is the chaotic evil god of carnage and destruction. The patron of the orcs Lolt is a chaotic
evil goddess of shadow and lies. Patron Snow and their inseparable comrades, spiders. Tharizdun - Chained God, also known as the Elder Elementary Eye, the creator of the Abyss. Tiamat - The Evil Goddess of Greed and Envy. Patron of chromatic dragons. Thorog - The Evil God
Hiddark. Patron of the jailers and executioners Vecna - Angry God of the undead and necromance. The Lord of Tyne zehir is the Evil God of Darkness and Poison. Favored the deity yuan-ti and the patron saint of the Assassins. The dead and former deities of Amot are the God of Justice
and Mercy. Killed by demon princes Orkus, Demogorgon and Rimmon. Aoscar is the God of portals. Killed Lady Pain. Gorellik is the God of hunting, beasts and gnolls. Killed by the lord of demons Ienoch. He was the god of good and perhaps the world, he was killed by his archangel and
exarch Asmodeus. Implied as the creator of humans, the devils have destroyed all knowledge of his name, which they fear is powerful enough to revive him if it is ever uttered out loud again. Nine hells were originally his astral asset, now a prison for Asmodah and his devils. Holy belonging
to it is mentioned in the Divine Power. Hala - The Goddess of Winter, the wife of zehir, Hala sought to trap the natural world in the eternal winter to secure power over him. Her plans convinced primitive spirits to expel the gods and the originals from the world. She was killed by other gods in
a conflict called the Winter War, which subsequently concluded a treaty to balance darkness and light (Sehir and Pelor), and natural seasons (Corellon, Pelor and Sehanin). Her power over the winter was taken by the Queen of Ravens. Lakal is the God of Healing and Mercy, who was also
her own Astral Dominion. She was an impersonal deity who communicated with her chosen people, Kwom, through ecstatic moments of personal communication. She extolled mercy and encouraged her followers to devote themselves to activities that benefit the entire cosmos. Lakal's
death was accidental - when Bahamut fought Nihil, a primitive oblivion, the pair crashed into Lakal. Bahamut was able to use a distraction to kill Nihil, but the original torment of death also led to Lacal's explosion. Survivors now roam the planes, extracting any fragments of Lahal they can
find, including those unknowingly consumed by living creatures. Such creatures, including humanoids and players' characters, are considered collateral damage in the quest to restore Lagall. Ironically, even if the quorum succeeds in their quest, the restored Lacal will be nasty with their
methods. Maglubiyet is the God of gobloids. Bane is defeated. Nessul is the God of death and the dead. Killed by the Queen of Ravens. Tuern - God of war. Killed Bane. Nusemnee - Nusemnee was the daughter of zehir. When she failed to kill the high priest Of Pelor, she was abandoned
and then mortally wounded with the holy blade of the paladin. Expecting only death, she was surprised when the high priest healed her with compassion and forgiveness. Intrigued, she decided to fulfill the promise of the high priest and help him in his holy quest until the time when she could
save his life one by one. Thus, Nusemni became a symbol of redemption. When she finally died at the end of the search for the high priest, she rose again, this time as an underage goddess. In this form, she confronted her father, offering redemption to all who would turn away from evil.
She was later killed by a poison that could kill anything, even a deity that was distilled from the blood of zehir. Dungeons and Dragons are the 5th edition of These Deities for the 5th edition of Dungeons and Dragons. These include deities from the forgotten kingdoms, Greyhawk,
Dragonlance, Eberron, and deities derived from historical pantheons such as Celtic deities and Scandinavian deities. Historical deities have been removed from their historical aspect to better serve the needs of the game. The deity of the forgotten kingdoms of Oril is a neutral evil goddess of
winter. Auril It's a six-pointed snowflake. Azut is the legitimate neutral god of wizards. The symbol of Azut is the left hand pointing upwards, set in flames. Bane is the legitimate evil god of tyranny. The symbol of Bane is a black right hand, thumb and fingers together. Beshaba - Chaotic evil
goddess of unhappiness. Bezaba's symbol is a pair of black horns. Bhaal is a neutral evil god of murder. The symbol of Bhaal is a skull surrounded by a ring of blood drops. Chauntea - Neutral good goddess of agriculture. The symbol of Chauntia is a shen of grain, or a flowering rose over a
grain. Siric is a chaotic evil god of lies. The symbol of Sirich is a white skull without a jaw in the purple or black sun. Deneir is a neutral good god of writing. The symbol of Deneir is a lit candle above the open eye. Eldot is the neutral good goddess of the world. The symbol of Eldot is a
waterfall, immersed in another pool. Gond is the true neutral god of craft. The symbol of Gonda is rest with four spokes. Helm is a legitimate neutral god of protection. The symbol of Helm is looking at the vertical left glove. Ilmater is the legitimate good god of endurance. The symbol of
ilmaeter is two hands connected by a red cord on the wrist. Kelevor is the legitimate neutral god of the dead. The symbol of Kelevor is a vertical skeletal hand holding balanced scales. Latander - Neutral good god of birth and renewal. The symbol of latander is a road traveling at sunrise.
Liera is a chaotic neutral goddess of illusion. Lyra's symbol is a triangle pointing down, containing a whirlwind of mist. Llira is a chaotic good goddess of joy. Llira's symbol is a triangle of three six-pointed stars. Loviatar - The legitimate evil goddess of pain. The symbol of Loviatar is a nine-
tailed prickly scourge. Malar is a chaotic evil god of hunting. Malar's symbol is a clawed paw. Mask is a chaotic neutral god of thieves. The symbol of the mask is a black mask. Myelicki is a neutral good goddess of the forest. The symbol of Mielikki is the head of a unicorn. Mirkul is a neutral
evil god of death. The symbol of Mirkul is a white human skull. The mousetra is a neutral good goddess of magic. The symbol of the Missra is a circle of seven stars, or nine stars, surrounding a leaking red mist, or one star. Ogma is a true neutral god of knowledge. The symbol of Ogma is
an empty scroll. Savras is the legitimate neutral god of fortune and fortune. The Savras symbol is a crystal ball containing many kinds of eyes. Selena is the chaotic good goddess of the moon. The symbol of Selena is a pair of eyes surrounded by seven stars. The ball is a neutral evil
goddess of darkness and loss. The symbol of the ball is a black disk surrounded by a border. Silvanus is the true neutral god of wildlife. The symbol of Silvanus is an oak leaf. Sune is a chaotic good goddess of love and beauty. The sune symbol is the face of a beautiful red-haired woman.
Talon - Chaotic Evil diseases and poison. Talon symbol - three tear drops on the Talos is the chaotic evil god of storms. The symbol of Talos are three lightning bolts emitting from the central point. Tempus is the true neutral god of war. Tempus's symbol is a vertical flaming sword. Torm is
the legitimate good god of courage and self-sacrifice. The symbol of Torm is a white right glove. Timor is a chaotic good goddess of luck and adventure. The symbol of Timor's Om is a coin face up. Tyre is the legitimate good god of justice. The tyre symbol is a pair of balanced scales,
based on a military hammer. Umberley is the chaotic evil goddess of the sea. The symbol of Umberli is a wave of curling left and right. Waukeen - True neutral goddess of trade. The symbol of Vaukin is a vertical coin with a profile of Vaukin on the left. The deity Greihok Ori is a truly neutral
goddess of nature. The symbol of Beory is a green disk. Boccob is a true neutral god of magic. Boccob's symbol is the eye in the pentagram. Celestian is a true neutral god of stars and wanderers. Celestian's symbol is a seven-star arc inside the circle. Elonna is a neutral good goddess of
the forest. Elonna's symbol is the unicorn horn. Erythnul - The chaotic evil god of envy and carnage. The symbol of Eritnu is one drop of blood. Fharlanghn - Neutral good god of horizons and research. The symbol of Farlangon is a circle crossed by the curved horizon line. The heir is the
legitimate good god of chivalry and war. The symbol of the Heir is lightning. Hextor - The legitimate evil god of war and discord. The hextor symbol is six arrows facing down in the fan. Cord is the chaotic good god of athletics and sports. Korda's symbol is four spears and four maces
radiating from the central point. Incabulos is a neutral evil god of plague and hunger. The symbol of incabulos is a reptile eye with a horizontal diamond. Eastus is the true neutral goddess of destiny and destiny. The symbol of Ista is a spindle weaver with three strands. Iuz - The chaotic evil
god of pain and oppression. The symbol of Iuz is a grinning human skull. Nerullah is a neutral evil god of death. The symbol of Neruda is a skull with a sickle or a scythe. Obad-Hai is the true neutral god of nature. The symbol of Obad-Hai is an oak leaf and an acorn. Olidammar is a chaotic
neutral god of fun. The symbol of Olidammara is a mask for laughter. Pelor - Neutral good god of sun and healing. The symbol of The Peler is the sun. Pholtus - The legitimate good god of light and law. The symbol of Pholt is the silver sun, or full moon, partially eclipsed by a smaller
crescent moon. Ralyshaz is a chaotic neutral god of bad luck and madness. The symbol of Ralishaz is three bone sticks for the casting of destiny. Rao is the legitimate good god of peace and reason. Rao's symbol is a white heart. Saint Cuthbert - The legitimate neutral god of common
sense and zeal. The symbol of Saint Cuthbert is the circle in the center of the star-forming lines. Tarizdun is the chaotic evil god of eternal darkness. Symbol is a dark spiral, or or Ziggurat. Tritereon is the chaotic good god of freedom and retribution. The symbol of Tritereon is trisketione.
Ulaa is the legitimate good goddess of hills and mountains. The symbol of the Ulya is a mountain with a circle in the heart. Spring is a neutral evil god of evil secrets. The symbol of Vesna is a hand with an eye on the palm of your hand. Wee Jas is a legitimate neutral goddess of magic and
death. The symbol of Wee Jas is a red skull in front of a fireball. The deities of Dragonlance Good aligned the gods of Paladin - the legitimate good god of rulers and custodians. The symbol of Paladin is a silver triangle. Brunchala is a neutral good god of music. The symbol of Brunchal is
the Bard harp. Habbakuk is a neutral good god of animal life and the sea. The symbol of Habbakuk is a blue bird. Kiri-Jolyt is the legitimate good god of honor and war. The symbol of Kiri-Jolyt is a pair of bison horns. Majere - The legitimate good god of meditation and order. The symbol of
Mahiere is a copper spider. Mishakal - The legitimate good goddess of healing. The symbol of Mishakal is a sign of blue infinity. Solinari - The legitimate good goddess of good magic. The symbol of Solinari is a white circle, or sphere. Neutral aligned gods Gilean - True neutral god of
knowledge. The symbol of Gilean is an open book. The number is the true neutral goddess of nature. The symbol of Chistove is a feather. Jorkes is a true neutral god of craft. The symbol of Reorx is the forging of a hammer. Shinare is the true neutral goddess of wealth and commerce. The
symbol of Shinare is the wing of the griffin. Sirrion is the true neutral god of fire and change. The symbol of Sirrion is a multicolored fire. Sivilin is a true neutral god of wisdom. The symbol of the sivilin is a large green or gold tree. Lulitari is the true neutral goddess of neutral magic. Lulitari's
symbol is the red circle, or sphere. Evil leveled the gods Takhisis - The legitimate evil goddess of night and hate. The symbol of Tahiss is a black crescent moon. Hemosch is the legitimate evil god of the undead. The symbol of Hemosha is the yellow skull. Hiddinkel is a chaotic evil god of
lies and greed. The symbol of Hiddink is a pair of broken merchant scales. Mortion is a neutral evil god of disease and secrecy. The symbol of Mor morguion is a hood with two red eyes. Sargonnas is the legitimate evil god of revenge and fire. The symbol of Sargonnas is a stylized red
condor. The chaotic evil goddess of the sea and storms. The symbol of the zeboim is the turtle shell. Nuitari is the legitimate evil god of evil magic. The symbol of Nuitari is a black circle, or sphere. The deity of Eberron the Sovereign Master of Arawa is a neutral good goddess of fertility. The
symbol of Arawai is a shenop of wheat tied with a green ribbon. Aureon is a legitimate neutral god of law and knowledge. The symbol of Aura is an open volume. Balinor is a true neutral god of beasts and hunting. The symbol of Balinora is a pair of horns. Boldrey - The legitimate good



goddess of communication and at home. The symbol of Baldrey is the fire in the stone hearth. Dol - Legally good sunshine and honor. The symbol of Dol Arra is the rising sun. Dol Dorn is a chaotic good god of power on his hands. The Dol Dorne symbol is a long word crossed over a shield.
Kol Corran is a true neutral god of trade and wealth. The symbol of Kohl Corran is a nine-sided gold coin. Olladra is a neutral good goddess of luck. Alladra's symbol is dominoes. Ontar is a neutral good god of craft. Ontar's symbol is a crossed hammer and tongs. The Dark Six The
Devourer - Neutral evil god of nature's wrath. The symbol of the Eater is a bundle of five sharpened bones. Fury is a neutral evil goddess of anger and madness. The symbol of rage is a winged wyrm with a woman's head and upper body. The Guardian is a neutral evil god of greed and
death. The symbol of the Keeper is a stone made of dragon stone in the shape of a fang. Mokeri is a neutral evil god of violence and betrayal. The symbol of Mokeri is five blood-splattered instruments. Shadow is the chaotic evil god of dark magic. The shadow symbol is the Obsidian Tower.
Traveller is a chaotic neutral deity of chaos and change. The traveler's symbol is four crossed bones inscribed in the paradise. Eberron's other faith in the Silver Flame is the legitimate good deity of protection and goodness. The symbol of the Silver Flame is a flame painted on silver, or cast
of silver. Blood Vol - A legitimate neutral philosophy of immortality and immoderation. The symbol of Blood Vol is a stylized dragon skull on the red stone of tears. Dragon Cults Below - Neutral evil deities of madness. The symbol of the Dragon Cults below is the stylized skull of the dragon.
The Way of Light is a legitimate neutral philosophy of light and self-improvement. The symbol of the Path of Light is a brilliant crystal. The Immortal Court is a neutral good elven ancestor. The symbol of the Immortal Court is a stylized skull. Spirits of the past - Chaotic good elven ancestors.
The symbol of the Spirits of the Past is changing. The inhuman deities of Bahamut are the legitimate good god of the dragon of goodness. The symbol of Bahamut is the Dragon's head in the profile. Blibdoolpoolp - Neutral evil goddess Kuo-toa. The symbol of Blibdoolpoolp is the head of the
lobster in the profile. Corellon Larethian - Chaotic good elven deity of art and magic. The symbol of Corellan Larietian is a quarter of the moon, or a solar fad. Deep Sashelas - The chaotic good elven god of the sea. The symbol of Deep Sashelas is a dolphin. Eadro - Truly neutral merfolk
deity of the sea. The symbol of Eadro is the spiral design. Garl Glittergold is a legitimate good dwarf god of deception and cunning. The symbol of Garla Glittergold is a golden nugget. Grolantor - The chaotic evil hill of the giant god of war. Grolantor's symbol is a wooden club. Grumsh -
Chaotic evil orc god storms and wars. Grumsh's symbol is a non-smiling eye. Hruggek - Chaotic evil god bugbear violence. Symbol is the morning star. Kurtulmack - The legitimate evil god Kobold Kobold war and mining. The symbol of Kurtulmak is the skull of a dwarf. Laogzed is the
chaotic evil troglodyte god of hunger. The laoged symbol is an image of the lizard god/toad. Lolt is a chaotic evil spider goddess. Lolta's symbol is a spider. Maglubiyet is the legitimate evil goblinoid god of war. The symbol of Maglubiyet is a bloody axe. Moradin is the legitimate good dwarf
god of creation. The symbol of Moradin is a hammer and an anvil. Rillifane Rallathil - Chaotic good god of nature's wood elves. The symbol of Rillifan Rallatil is oak. Sehanin Mungow is the chaotic good goddess of the moon elves. The symbol of Sehanin Mungow is a crescent moon.
Sekolah - The legitimate evil god of sahuagin hunting. The symbol of Sekola is a shark. Semuanya - A truly neutral survival deity of the lizard. Sumbol Semuani is an egg. Skerrit is a true neutral centaur and a satirical god of nature. The symbol of Skerrit is an oak tree growing from an
acorn. Skoraeus Stonebones is a true neutral god of stone giants and art. The symbol of Skoraeus Stonebones is stalactite. Surtr - The legitimate evil god of fiery giants and crafts. Surtra's symbol is a flaming sword. Trim - Chaotic evil god of frosty giants and power. The symbol of Trim is a
white two-bladed axe. Tiamat - The legitimate evil goddess of the dragon of evil. The symbol of Thiamata is the head of a dragon with five claw signs. Yondalla - The legal good half of the goddess is fertility and protection. The symbol of Yondalla is the shield. Cm. also The List of Greihok
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